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Abstract: Transparent model oils are commonly used to study the flow patterns and pressure gradient of crude oil-water flow in
gathering pipes. However, there are many differences between the model oil and crude oils. The existing literatures focus on the flow
pattern transition and pressure gradient calculation of model oils. This paper compares two most commonly used model oils (white
mineral oil and silicon oil) with Xinjiang crude oil from the perspectives of rheological properties, oil-water interfacial tensions,
emulsion photomicrographs and demulsification process. It indicates that both the white mineral oil and the crude oils are pseudo
plastic fluids, while silicon oil is Newtonian fluid. The viscosity-temperature relationship of white mineral oil is similar to that of the
diluted crude oil, while the silicon oil presents a less viscosity gradient with the increasing temperature. The oil-water interfacial
tension can be used to evaluate the oil dispersing ability in the water phase, but not to evaluate the emulsion stability. According to
the Turbiscan lab and the stability test, the model oil emulsion is less stable than that of crude oil, and easier to present water
separation.
Keywords: Emulsions, Heavy oil, Rheology, Viscosity.

1. INTRODUCTION
Heavy oil-water flow commonly occurs during the heavy oil exploitation in high water cut reservoirs, artificial lift,
and pipeline transportation from wells to a refinery. Therefore, understanding the oil-water mixture structures and flow
pattern transitions is important for predicting the pressure gradient of oil-water flow. Photographs taken by high-speed
cameras [1 - 5] through transparent pipes are the most commonly-used direct proof for classification of oil-water flow
patterns.
However, using crude oil in the experiments would cause some problems due to its specific properties. First, crude
oil is toxic and volatile. Crude oil has very strict requirements for transport, storage and processing, as it may cause
safety problems such as fire and explosion [6]. Second, crude oil, especially high-viscosity crude oil, contains natural
surfactants, which would form water-in-oil emulsion after intensive shearing and mixing in a multiphase pipe.
Emulsification would deteriorate the flowablity of crude oil and affect the flow pattern transition. Besides, most types of
crude oil are black or brown, which makes the oil-water mixture opaque and unidentifiable. Its flow structure could be
hardly described by high-speed imaging, the most commonly-used multiphase flow recording method. The lowviscosity crude oil water flow can be detected by an impedance probe or conductance probe [7, 8], but high-viscosity
crude oil will cling to the probe, thus interfering with the test results.
Model oil or reference oil helps researchers to get more detailed flow parameters in a friendly environment. Blank
model oil is made of single component chemicals or mineral oil. It contains little volatile, toxic or surface-active
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compounds. Model oils are transparent and have a different light transmission from water. The model oil-water flow
structure can be recorded by a high-speed camera. By controlling the test temperature, surfactants and other additives,
we could ensure the model oils have similar viscosity and interfacial tensions as the crude oils [9].
The existing model oils mainly include white oil [10 - 12], petroleum oil [13, 14] silicon oil [2], kerosene [7, 13, 15]
and some other commercial oil productions [3, 5, 16], but very few types of high viscosity model oils have been
studied. White oil, namely mineral oil or paraffin oil is the most widely-used high viscosity model oil, and silicon oil
[2] has also been adopted. However, the emulsifying properties of crude oils and model oils are different due to their
difference in chemical composition, especially asphaltene and resin. As reported [4], under high water cut conditions,
heavy oils remain water-in-oil(W/O) dispersed flow pattern, while model oils tend to form an O/W dispersed flow
pattern. A transparent model oil could achieve the similar emulsion stability and flow ability with that of the North Sea
heavy crude oil after adding some emulsifying agents [6]. However, little work has been carried out on the difference
between crude oil and model oil or their effects on oil-water flow. The objective of this paper is to compare the physical
properties between model oils and crude oil, and to study how these differences affect oil-water flow.
In this work, white mineral oil (Model oil 1#) and silicon oil (Model oil 2#) were determined as the model oils of XJ
heavy oil. Two types of diluted crude oil were prepared as references. Model oils were characterized by comparing with
the reference crude oils. The rheological properties, temperature dependence of viscosity, and oil-water interfacial
tensions were tested, and their effects on oil-water flow were analyzed. W/O emulsions were prepared and their
differences in photomicrographs and stability were tested. This study contributes to the selection and modification of
model oils and helps to better understand the transition from model-oil-based models to field application.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Materials
Table 1 shows some physical properties of the oil samples at 25 °C. The dehydrated crude oil samples contained
less than 1% water. Diluted crude oil 1# and Diluted crude oil 2# were prepared by diluting the XJ heavy oil with
different proportions of diesel. Tap water collected from Chengdu Water Supply Company was used in this study.
According to the Company's water analysis report, the pH and salinity were 7.32 and 132 mg/L respectively.
Table 1. Physical properties of oil samples.
Samples

Density (g/cm3)

Viscosity
(Pa s)

PP1
(°C)

IT2
(mN/m)

Appearence

Model oil 1#

0.878

1.370

-21.0

49.6

Colorless

White oil

Model oil 2#

0.972

0.922

-47.0

30.5

Colorless

Silicon oil

Composition

XJ heavy oil

0.935

2.510

8.0

27.0

Black

Crude oil

Diluted crude 1#

0.934

1.247

7.0

10.1

Black

Crude oil, desel(6.16%wt)

Diluted crude 2#

0.930

0.897

5.5

8.9

Black

Crude oil, desel(9.61%wt)

1

Pour point
2
Oil-water interfacial tension

2.2. Preparation of Diluted Crude Oils
Diluted crude oil 1#, which is of the viscosity as Model oil 1#, is prepared by diluting XJ heavy oil with 6.16%wt
diesel. Diluted crude oil 2#, which is of the viscosity as Model oil 2#, is prepared by diluting XJ heavy oil with
9.61%wt diesel. The reference condition is 25 °C and 400 s-1.
The diluted crude oils were prepared using a JB50-D electric homogenizer (Shanghai Specimen Model Factory,
China) with a 4-bladed propeller stirrer at the constant speed of 400 rpm for 5 min.
2.3. Preparation of Emulsions
At the oil-water ratio of 1:1, the emulsions for oil water separation tests were prepared using the instruments
mentioned in section 2.2. The stirring lasted for 20 min at 1000 rpm. The emulsions for Turbiscan multiple light
scattering tests were prepared by a 78-1 magnetic heating stirrer with a two-blade propeller (Shanghai Shuangjie
Laboratory Equipment Company, China). The stirring lasted at 2000 rpm and 60 °C for 20 min. The corresponding
parameters were tested immediately after the stirring.
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2.4. Rheology
A Rheolab QC rotational rheometer (Anton Paar, Austria), equipped with a CC27 concentric cylinder (bob radius,
13.33 mm; cup radius, 14.46 mm; gap length 40.00 mm), was used to test the shear rate-shear stress relationship. Each
test involving an oil sample of 18.38 mL was conducted using the CR mode, with shear rate as the input and shear stress
as the output. The oil sample was first kept at the predetermined temperature for 15 min and then tested over the shear
rate ranging from 0.1 to 800 s-1 for 4 min, with 40 measuring points. The software package “Rheoplus” was applied to
control the test routine and evaluate the data.
A MCR302 Rheometer (Anton Paar, Austria) equipped with a measuring plate PP50 (diameter, 50 mm; gap width,
1 mm) was used to test the viscoelasticity. First, each oil sample was swept from 0.1 to 100 Pa to find out the linear
range. Then the 2/3 of the maximum shear stress in the linear range was treated as the constant shear stress in the
subsequent viscous and elastic moduli tests. The testing shear stress of model oil 1#, model oil 2# and XJ heavy oil is 5,
2, 5 Pa respectively at 25 °C and all 0.6 Pa at 55 °C. The oscillatory shear was increased at a logarithmic scale over the
range of 0.1-10 Hz. Five measuring points were recorded per decade.
2.5. Stability Tests
The transmission and backscattering light intensity was characterized with a TurbiScan Lab device (Formulaction,
Inc., France), whose reading head consists of a pulse near-infrared source (880 nm) and two synchronous detectors. Fig.
(1) shows the measuring principle of TurbiScan Lab. The transmission detector received the light flux transmitted
through the product, while the backscattering detector measured the light backscattered by the product. The reading
head acquired the transmission every 40 µm when moving along the cell height (55 mm). When it detected any
variation in the transmission, the reading head monitored the coalescence or flocculation in the emulsions.

Transmission
detector

Optical source

Backscattering
detector
Fig. (1). Measuring principle of TurbiScan Lab.

Before the tests, the Turbiscan Lab device was set to keep at 60 °C for 30 min. During the tests, the test cell
containing 20 mL of a dispersion sample was scanned every 3 min for 2 h. The software package “TLAB EXPERT ”
controlled the test routine and provided the test results.
2.6. Interfacial Tension
The interfacial tensions of the samples were measured with a TX500C spinning drop interfacial tensiometer
(America).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Rheology
3.1.1. Rheological Model
The shear rate vs. shear stress plots for different oils at 20 °C are shown in Fig. (2). The shear stress of Model oil 1#
and crude oils increase with shear rate in nonlinear form and can be described by power law equations shown in Eq. (1).
The shear stress of Model oil 2# increase with shear rate in linear form and can be described by Bingham model shown
in Eq. (2).

  K n

(1)
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(2)

Model 1#
Diluted 2#

Diluted 1#

1600
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1200
1000
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Fig. (2). Rheograms of the oil samples.

Where τ is shear stress in Pa. γ is shear rate in s-1. K is consistency index. n is rheological index. τ 0 is apparent yield
stress in Pa. η is apparent viscosity in Pa.
According to the previous study [17], as the flow rate increases, the friction loss of pseudoplastic fluids increases
less than Newtonian fluids. This difference is attributed to the shear thinning behavior of the non-Newtonian fluids.
Therefore, under the same operating condition, with the improvement of flow rate, the pressure gradient in Model oil 1#
increases more severely than in the crude oil.
3.1.2. Viscosity
Fig. (3) indicates that at 20 °C,the apparent viscosity of XJ heavy oil is high at low shear rate and become lower at
higher shear rate. Both XJ heavy oil and the diluted crude oils presented a shear-thinning behavior. This is due to chain
type molecules in crude oils are disentangled, stretched, and reoriented parallel to the driving force with the increasing
shear rates [18]. The shear-thinning behavior in Model oil 1# is less obvious than crude oils, partly because it is made
from crude oil deprived of asphaltenes contain large molecules. The viscosity of Model oil 2# keep constant with the
increasing of shear stress because it is composed of pure polydimethylsiloxane, quite different from crude oils.
Fig. (4) depicts the apparent viscosity between model oils and crude oils at the flow rate of 400 s-1 and within the
temperature range from 20 to 60 °C. The viscosity of all oil samples decreases with the temperature. The viscositytemperature relationships of XJ heavy oil, diluted crude oils and Model oil 1# are nonlinear. The viscosity decreasing
gradient become lower with the temperature. The viscosity-temperature relationship of Model oil 2# is linear and its
viscosity decreasing gradient is smaller than other samples. Moreover, in the flow loop experiments, the temperatures of
the pump keep increasing with the prolonging of time, leading to the temperature difference between the start and end
of the experiment [1]. Thus it is hard to obtain stable pressure gradient data in a short period. According to the
viscosity-temperature relationships, the use of Model oil 2# instead of Model oil 1# or heavy crude oil will overcome
such disadvantages and help to achieve constant pressure gradient.
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Fig. (3). Apparent viscosity for the oil samples at 20°C.
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Fig. (4). Viscosity behavior for the oil samples.

3.1.3. Viscoelasticity
The state of the sample relative to solid or liquid was evaluated using viscous moduli (G”) and elastic moduli (G').
Fig. (5) shows the results of G” and G' of model oils and heavy crude oil at 25 °C.
G' of both the model oils and heavy crude oil are higher than G' within the experimental temperature range,
demonstrating that the flow ability is mainly dominated by the viscidity, and rarely by the elasticity. Therefore, these
samples can be considered as viscous fluids. Model oil 1# and Model oil 2# are very similar to the XJ heavy oil in
respect of viscoelasticity.
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Heavy oil G'
Model 1# G'
Model 2# G'
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1
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Fig. (5). The elastic modulus and the viscous modulus of the oil samples at 25 °C.

3.2. Interfacial Tensions
Table 1 shows the oil-water interfacial tensions of the model oils and the crude oils. According to the test results,
the interfacial tension between oil and water decreases in the order of Model oil 1#, Model oil 2#, XJ heavy oil, Diluted
crude oil 1#, Diluted crude oil 2#. As reported [5], lower interfacial tension, easier to form specific surface. Therefore, it
is reasonable to predict that for a given Reynolds number oil-water system, Model oils are harder to form dispersed
flow than diluted crude oils of the same viscosity.
3.3. Emulsions
3.3.1. Photomicrographs
Photomicrographs can reflect the microstructure of the emulsions. In this study, the emulsions were prepared by
stirring oil and water at a weight ratio of 1:1. Fig. (6) shows the photomicrographs sampled from the upper part of the
emulsion. According to visual observation, after experiencing the same shear history, both types of diluted crude oil
have formed homogeneous emulsions, while both Model oils presented separated water phase. W/O emulsions are form
in all oil-water samples. Furthermore, the water concentration and average droplet size are larger in Model oil 2#
emulsion than Model oil 1# emulsion, and in Diluted crude oil 2# emulsion than Diluted crude oil 1# emulsion.
According to Wegmann et al. [5], it is because the higher oil-water interfacial tension will prevent the dispersed phase
from building small droplets.
3.3.2. Stability
Bottle tests or morphology can only record emulsions at a specific point of time. Turbiscan lab can reflect real-time
coalescence, sedimentation and clarification process in emulsions in a non-destructive way. The principle of this
measurement is based on the variation of the droplet volume fraction (migration) or mean size (coalescence), thus
resulting in the variation of backscattering and transmission signals [19]. In this section, Turbiscan lab is adopted to
analyze the kinetics during the destabilization process.
Fig. (7) shows the destabilization process of model oil emulsions. The transmission intensity is expressed in the
scale of %, referring to the detected light intensity relative to the standard sample (Latex suspension: 0.3 m - 10% and
Silicone oil). The Y-axis stands for the transmission intensity, while the X-axis for the height of the glass-made sample
cell. The legends at the right side indicate the aging time in the scale of day: hour: minute: second. Each test lasted for 2
h. The data is valid within the height within the height range of 3 to 38 mm, because the light will be refracted at the
interface between the glass and the emulsion at the cell bottom, or between the emulsion and air at the cell top.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. (6). The photo and the photomicrographs of the emulsions. (a) Model oil 1#; (b) Model oil 2#; (c) Diluted crude 1#; (d) Diluted
crude 2#.

(a)

(b)

Fig. (7). Transmission profiles of the emulsification process. (a) Model oil 1#; (b) Model oil 2#.

The upper part of the sample cell (18-40 mm) proved to be W/O emulsion and the lower part(3-17 mm) O/W
emulsion. The transmission intensity changing with time can reflect the destabilization process. In the model oil
emulsion, the transmission changes in the water is bigger than in the oil. This is attribute to the dispersed oil droplets in
the bottom water flow upward and the dispersed water droplets in the top coalesce and sediment. According to Liu et al.
[20], in the initial period, coalescence play a main role in the emulsion, proved by the decreasing of transmission. As
the droplets become bigger, they migrated from top to the bottom. Gradually, the water layer separated at the bottom of
the sample cell. Meanwhile, the oil phase migrated to the top of the sample cell.
Fig. (8) displays the intensity of the backscattered light versus the sample height in the Diluted crude oil 2#
emulsions. As it can be observed, W/O emulsion presents at the upper part(23-38mm) and O/W emulsion at the lower
part(3-23 mm). Considering the backscattering signal decrease in very small extents, the diluted crude oils emulsions
should be treated as stable emulsions.
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(b)

Fig. (8). Backscattering profiles of the emulsification process. (a) Diluted crude 1#; (b) Diluted crude 2#.

The emulsion stability was assessed with the proportion of water separated from the total water volume. The
separated water fraction was recorded after each fresh emulsion was holding for 24 h at 25 °C, as shown in Fig. (9).
Observation shows that the separated water fraction from left to right are 98%(Model oil 1#), 88%(Model oil 2#),
53%(XJ heavy oil), 86%(Diluted crude oil 1#), 87%(Diluted crude oil 2#), respectively. Therefore, the emulsion
stability increases in the order of Model oil 1#, Model oil 2#, Diluted crude oil 2#, Diluted crude oil 1#, XJ heavy oil.
This sequence differs from the oil-water interfacial tension sequence. It indicates that the oil-water interfacial tension is
not the determining factor for emulsion stability. According to the interfacial tension theory [21], the emulsion stability
is the result of the dispersed droplet size and the presence of the interfacial film. The properties of the interfacial film is
affected by crude oil type(asphaltic, paraffinic, etc.), composition and pH of the water, temperature, concentration of
polar molecules in the oil phase, contact or aging time, the compressed degree of the adsorbed film, etc [22 - 24].

Fig. (9). Photos of the emulsions after setting for 24h (a) Model oil 1#; (b) Model oil 2#; (c) XJ heavy oil; (d)Diluted crude 1#; (e)
Diluted crude 2#.

Based on the droplet size variation and droplet migration, TSI (Turbiscan Stability Index) can reflect the stability of
emulsions during the standing. A larger TSI indicates the lower stability of an emulsion. Fig. (10) shows the TSI
profiles during the oil-water separation. The experimental results show that the two transparent model oils are very
similarly stable and both are less stable than the two diluted crude oils. The two diluted crude oils are less stable than
the corresponding original undiluted heavy crude oils. This phenomenon can be mainly attributed to the surface- active
molecules (e.g. asphaltenes and resin) in the natural heavy crude oil. It is generally believed that asphaltene could form
stable thick network at the interface, and is one of the main amphiphilic compounds responsible for the stability of
water-in-oil emulsion [25]. Dilution changes the interface rigidity. Model oil contains no surfactants, so its emulsion is
the least stable. The TSI tests are consistent with the bottle tests.
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Model oil 1#
Model oil 2#
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Fig. 10. TSI profile of dispersions.

CONCLUSION
In this work, we analyzed the differences between model oils and reference crude oils from two perspectives: 1.
Rheological properties of the pure oils; 2. Kinetics and stability of the emulsions.
The experimental results show that the white mineral oil is more similar to crude oils in terms of rheological
properties and viscosity-temperature relationship. Silicon oil is similar to crude oil in terms of wave formation and
droplet coalescence due to its low oil-water interfacial tension. The emulsion kinetics suggests that the model oil-water
mixture is less structurally stable than the crude oils. Blank model oil can be used to simulate the unemulsified oil-water
mixing behavior. However, additives are required by emulsification centered investigation because there is still a big
difference in emulsion stability between model oils and crude oils.
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